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In February of 1993, Joseph Wellnitz, Elizabeth Wellnitz, and Dennis Wellnitz were shot and killed in Columbia,
Kentucky.[2] The murders remained unsolved for ten years.[3] A new development broke the case open in 2002,
when the police again approached a suspect’s wife after their divorce.[4] The suspect, William (“Bill”) Meece,
recently divorced his wife, Regina Meade.[5] Regina confessed to the police that on the night of the murder, Bill
and the victims’ daughter, Margaret Wellnitz Appleton, returned to her home with a safe that allegedly belonged
to the victims.[6] In exchange for her testimony, Regina was never charged for her involvement in the crime.[7]
In contrast, Bill and Margaret Wellnitz Appleton were charged and indicted for the burglary, robbery, and murder
of the Wellnitz family.[8] Margaret Wellnitz Appleton was sentenced to life imprisonment – a sentence that
would be cut short by her suicide in 2014.[9] Bill was sentenced to death on September 18, 2006.[10] Today, Bill
sits on death row as he has for the past twelve years,[11] and as he will continue to sit there for years to come
while he pursues post-conviction remedies.
Twenty-nine individuals sit on Kentucky’s death row with Bill Meece.[12] Twenty of which have occupied the row
for at least twenty years,[13] whereas eleven have been on the row for thirty years.[14] Such alarming numbers
lead people to ask – why do individuals spend decades in prison after being sentenced to death? Since 2010,
the primary reason stems from an injunction by Franklin Circuit Judge Shephard who stayed executions in
Kentucky over concerns of constitutionality regarding the method of execution.[15] The secondary reason is
the post-conviction litigation process; the cost of which might persuade even the strongest of death penalty
advocates to think twice about their position. With such a lengthy stay on death row, Kentuckians should know
about the bill that they foot.
The Kentucky Department of Public Advocacy, representatives of indigent offenders like Bill Meece, estimates
that ten million dollars is spent annually between public defenders, prosecutors, and the courts.[16] Such a cost
begins to accrue where all cases do – a direct appeal of claims preserved at trial. Meece’s direct appeal went
straight to the Kentucky Supreme Court because a sentence of death or life imprisonment is immediately
appealable to the Kentucky Supreme Court,[17] but his appeal did not reach the Kentucky Supreme Court until
2011,  ve years after his sentence.[18] Outside of the direct appeal process, inmates can and do seek relief on
a motion for mistake or other error pursuant to Kentucky’s Rules of Civil Procedure 60.02.[19] Meece litigated
this motion in 2017.[20] Additionally, inmates can and do seek ineffective assistance of counsel claims in the
form of Kentucky’s RCr 11.42 motion, the equivalent to a habeas petition in Kentucky.[21] Meece’s 11.42
motion, however, is currently being litigated.[22] And after exhausting a state habeas petition, Meece can and
will seek a federal habeas petition.[23] But this post-conviction process takes years and as those individuals on
death row are indigent offenders, Kentucky bears the cost.[24]
Notwithstanding the cost of post-conviction litigation, another cost to the State of Kentucky and its taxpayers is
the cost of the execution itself. The Department of Corrections latest proposed death-penalty rules estimate
the cost of a single execution to be almost 100,000 dollars.[25] This is a cost that will likely grow as the drugs
needed are lacking in availability.[26] This lack of availability has turned in to multiple lawsuits where
pharmaceutical companies, refusing to sell drugs for executions, claim that states have mislead companies
regarding the purpose for such drugs.[27] This is an additional cost to the State of Kentucky that taxpayers
should know, especially considering a less expensive alternative – life imprisonment.[28]
The death penalty may no longer be and should no longer be a viable option in the State of Kentucky because
of the overall cost and our lengthy, faulty legal system. The Kentucky Department of Public Advocacy reports
that more than sixty percent of individuals sentenced to death successfully get a reversal, often due to
prosecutorial and police misconduct.[29] Bill Meece himself litigated, and continues to litigate, claims of
prosecutorial misconduct and witness perjury.[30] All of this begs the question on whether sustaining the death
penalty in Kentucky is worth the cost to the taxpayer, and the threat to the concerned American citizen who
values a just and fair legal system.
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